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Temporal synchronous target selection is an association-free selection technique: users select a target by generating signals
(e.g., finger taps and hand claps) in sync with its unique temporal pattern. However, classical pattern set design and input
recognition algorithm of such techniques did not leverage users’ behavioral information, which limits their robustness to
imprecise inputs. In this paper, we improve these two key components by modeling users’ interaction behavior. In the first
user study, we asked users to tap a finger in sync with blinking patterns with various period and delay, and modeled their
finger tapping ability using Gaussian distribution. Based on the results, we generated pattern sets for up to 22 targets that
minimized the possibility of confusion due to imprecise inputs. In the second user study, we validated that the optimized
pattern sets could reduce error rate from 23% to 7% for the classical Correlation recognizer. We also tested a novel Bayesian,
which achieved higher selection accuracy than the Correlation recognizer when the input sequence is short. The informal
evaluation results show that the selection technique can be effectively scaled to different modalities and sensing techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of ubiquitous computing and Internet of Things (IoT), more and more devices
and daily objects are becoming interactive. However, as one of the most basic interaction tasks, target selection
can be challenging on these new interfaces. There are three reasons: 1) cross-device interaction for a large
number of devices calls for association-free target selection techniques [6, 10, 23]. It is not practical to have a
designated controller for each individual device or require users to associate with the devices each time before
usage, especially when there is a large number of devices; 2) the interaction expressivity (e.g., audio, gesture)
and form factor (e.g. button, touchscreen) of the interfaces can be vastly different from each other. Users are not
able to transfer their interaction experience across interfaces. Therefore, providing a consistent and spontaneous
interaction experience across different interfaces is of significance; 3) The sensing capability of the new interfaces
can be very limited (e.g. BitID [49] only senses binary inputs), so traditional target selection techniques are not
applicable on such interfaces.

Fig. 1. Users can tap thumb or foot, knock on a table, clench/click teeth, or blink eye to select objects.

Aimed at these challenges, temporal synchronous target selection [6, 27, 34, 50] has been proposed by re-
searchers to enable association-free target selection on devices with different interaction interfaces. Instead
of browsing and selecting the target device from a list on a screen, users can generate temporal synchronized
signals with a temporal pattern (e.g., blinking) to select the corresponding target. This kind of technique has three
advantages: 1) It does not require device association as long as the pattern for each target is unique, which can
save the total interaction time; 2) Temporal signal can be generated on multi-modality interfaces, which enables
subtle and accessible selection experience, so that users can choose the appropriate interface when in different
scenarios. For example, users can tap fingers (touchscreen [6]), clap hands (audio [22]), tap foot (vibration[52]),
contract muscles (EMG [3, 35, 45]), blink eye (EOG [5]), and even breath [16, 17] to sync with the target pattern.
As the interaction paradigm-generating binary changing signals in sync with the target pattern-remains the
same, users would be able to transfer the interaction experience across different interfaces; 3) The selection
technique’s extremely low requirement of sensing resources makes it compatible with a wide variety of both new
and existing sensors. For example, such selection technique can be used on several recently proposed low-cost and
easily-deployable touch [19, 49, 51] and audio [2, 25] input interfaces to provide a pervasive selection experience.
It is especially suitable for resource-constrained devices with limited sensing capabilities due to cost, power, or
size constrains (e.g. smart rings).

However, we see two major limitations in current temporal synchronous selection approaches: 1) there lacks a
design guideline for the patterns of different targets. Consequently, the patterns displayed are not necessarily
optimized for the selection task, which may lead to sub-optimal performance due to mutual confusion among
“similar” patterns. It is not even trivial to define the similarity metric between patterns, which is decided by not
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only the patterns per se, but also the users’ interaction ability; 2) As we will show in this paper, the imprecise
inputs during the beginning of synchronizations can deteriorate the performance of the widely used Correlation
recognizer, especially when there is fewer (e.g. n < 7) selective targets (i.e. shorter input sequences). In this paper,
we address the two challenges through systematically modeling users’ synchronization interaction behavior: 1) To
address the first challenge, we proposed a model-based pattern set optimization procedure to reduce recognition
confusions, thus support more selective targets; 2) To address the second challenge, we proposed a model-based
Bayesian recognizer that is more robust to imprecise inputs compared with the Correlation recognizer.
In this paper, we validate our model-based temporal selection technique on widely-used finger tap input

interfaces with a distal movie poster selection task. Specifically, we first extracted Period and Lag as the two
major features for defining the design space of blinking patterns. We then modeled users’ finger tapping ability
when syncing with different patterns Study 1, and found that both input period and delay followed a Gaussian
distribution. Based on the results, we optimized the pattern set generation process by minimizing the confu-
sion probability among different patterns caused by imprecise inputs. Study 2 has two goals: 1) Validate the
improvement of the optimized pattern set; 2) Evaluate the differences between the Bayesian and the Correlation
recognizer. We found that users can select from up to 21 targets with an accuracy higher than 90%. Compared
with using a period-increasing pattern set, the optimized pattern set reduces selection error rate from 23% to 7%
when using the Correlation recognizer, and from 14% to 6% when using the Bayesian recognizer. Our proposed
Bayesian recognizer also performs better than the classical correlation-based recognizer when the input sequence
is short. In the end, we discussed the selection technique’s scalability across modalities (thumb tap, foot tap,
and teeth clench) and sensing techniques (pressure, capacitive, and wireless signal strength based sensing) by
informal evaluations. The selection accuracies when using the Bayesian recognizer and pressure sensor are above
90% for all three modalities even with non-modality specific behavior models, demonstrating potential to leverage
one behavior model across modalities.
The contribution of this paper is four-folded:

(1) Theoretically, we formally explored the design space of blinking patterns in terms of Period and Lag, which
complements the design rationale of temporal patterns, and introduced the Bayesian probability to quantify
the similarity among patterns.

(2) Empirically, we provide models of users’ synchronous tapping behavior. Based on the results, we optimized
the pattern set generation process by presenting an optimized pattern set for up to 22 targets that minimized
the confusion caused by imprecise inputs. We also validated that the optimized pattern set can improve the
selection accuracy for both Correlation and Bayesian recognizers.

(3) Technically, we proposed a Bayesian recognizer which achieves higher performance than the classical
Correlation recognizer when the input sequence is short.

(4) In application, we explored the model-based selection technique’s scalability to different modalities and
sensing techniques through informal evaluations. The results implied that users can transfer their temporal
synchronous selection experience across modalities and our technique can work with different sensors.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first look at current widely used target selection techniques in a smart space; then we introduce
both spatial and temporal synchronous target selection techniques; at last, we examine the patterns used by
different temporal synchronous selection techniques. We also map different techniques onto a target selection
design space for a clear comparison.
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2.1 Common Target Selection Techniques
Currently, users can select a target on a touch screen from a list or a collection of APPs. The cost and size of
current touch screens are high though, which makes them inappropriate for ubiquitous deployment. The screen
wakeup process (e.g. unlocking smart phones) makes the selection method unspontaneous. Users need to learn
and remember different selection operations on different platforms. Switching APPs is also shown to introduce
significant overhead in both cognition and efficiency [26]. Users can also select a target with speech for a natural
and spontaneous experience. Speech based selection is not subtle though, which limits its application scenarios
(e.g. not suitable in libraries). Microphones and advanced speech recognition algorithm are required for such
method.

One of the most widely used selection mechanism is pointing one device toward the target device. For example,
a TV remote controller emits directive Infrared (IR) beam that can be only be received by the target device
pointed. Researchers also used laser and IR transceivers to improve selection experience on handheld [30] and
head mounted [47] devices. For devices equipped with speakers and microphones, Doppler Effect of audio signals
can be leveraged to recognize pointing gestures [4, 37]. Users can also select a target by pointing the camera
toward the target and take a picture [9, 13]. However, such pointing based selection mechanisms require extra
(e.g. IR and laser transceivers) or advanced (e.g. microphones, speakers, and cameras) hardware resources that
can be large, expensive, and power demanding. The selection process is also not subtle. Aside from pointing
with hand or fingers, users can also point their gazes toward the target and then dwell for selection [28]. Gaze
pointing is subtle and efficient [36]. The estimation of gaze direction can be difficult though [46], which limits
the number of targets supported.

2.2 Synchronous Target Selection Techniques
Recently, spatial synchronous target selection [38] has gained traction for its spontaneous and natural selection
experience: users sync with the movement trace of the target on a distal screen to select it. Pursuit [40] and
Orbits [14] show that users can select a moving target by syncing eye gazes with it on distal displays or smart
watches. Users can also synchronize their head, hand, and finger movements for target selection. The movements
of different body parts can be recorded by eye tracking apparatus [14], cameras [8, 11, 12], or IMUs [15, 31, 39, 48].
Spatial synchronous selection techniques differentiate targets by their movement traces instead of positions,
which alleviates the ’Midas Touch’ issue of pointing. Thus it is especially suitable for target selection on one
distal screen. The display of moving paths usually requires a screen though, which may be too large or expensive
for certain devices.

Temporal synchronous selection technique is a sensorimotor synchronization task [33], which selects a target
by syncing with its unique temporal patterns. RhythmLink [27] selects the target device by tapping rhythms of
a designated song. SynchroWatch[34] selects a target on a smartwatch screen by syncing their thumbs with a
blinking overlay on the target. Tap-to-Pair[50] enables users to tap on a device to synchronize its wireless signal
strength to the blinking pattern of the target device for association purpose. Temporal synchronous selection
techniques only require a binary sensor on the initiating device, and a binary display (e.g. LED) associated with
the target. The extremely low resource requirements makes the selection technique applicable on interaction
interfaces with different sizes, costs, and power constrains. It even works with recently proposed low-cost passive
backscatter binary sensors [19, 49] for target selection. Users can also generate binary signals in a wide variety of
modalities (e.g. teeth clench, breath) for a pervasive selection experience. In Table 1 we roughly divide the above
discussed techniques into six categories and compare them in five aspects:user effort to learn the technique, user
effort to select a target, sensing and display resources (e.g. hardware, computing), subtleness and privacy level,
and the number of targets it can support.
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Table 1. Comparison of Example Target Selection Techniques

Selection Learning Selection Resource Subtleness Targets
Technique Effort Effort Requirements &Privacy Supported

TouchScreen Medium Low High High High
Speech Low Low High Low High

Hand Pointing [13, 30, 37] Low Low High Medium High
Gaze Pointing [28, 46] Low Low High High Low

Spatial Sync [12, 14, 31, 40] Low Medium Medium Medium Medium
Temporal Sync [34, 44, 50] Low Medium Low High Medium

2.3 Temporal Patterns Design
The number of targets that current temporal synchronous techniques support is limited though. A principled
pattern design guideline could reduce recognition confusion between targets, thus support selection from
more targets. One way to design temporal patterns is to refer to existing music pieces. TapSongs[43] and
RhythmLink[27] uses rhythms from songs as the temporal sequence. The method does not require any pattern
indications, since it fully relies on users’ memory of song rhythms. However, there are a limited number of songs
that users are familiar with. Also, different users tend to know different songs. So, design patterns based on
existing song rhythms does not scale well for a large number of users and targets.

Instead of using existing song rhythms, Resonant Bits [7] relies on the micro-movement of hands to sync with
an oscillating pendulum on the screen for interactions. Such a pattern takes a large space on the screen though.
So the number of targets it can support is limited. Ghomi et.al.[20] defined their own “rhythmic pattern” as a
sequence of beats composed of three types of taps and two types of breaks. The patterns used in SEQUENCE[6]
are coded as 8 bits binary sequences. Tap-to-Pair[50] uses cyclic coded binary sequences. The coded patterns can
support selection from more targets. However, such patterns usually take more time for users to learn and select,
which might deteriorate user experience. Also, coded patterns can have irregular breaks, which is difficult for
users to sync with[21]. Such pattern design methods are highly dependent on the coding schemes used and lack
a quantitative metric to guide the pattern set design process.
SynchroWatch[34] and Seesaw[44] select from two targets by using two color blocks that blink at the same

period but opposite phases. A wrist gesture is designed to iterate through different target pairs to select from
more than two targets. However, it can be physically demanding to switch pairs when there are many targets.
The gesture also makes it difficult to apply such pattern design and association method to other interfaces.

In this paper, we propose to use non-coded periodic patterns with different periods and initial lags. Compared
with patterns differentiated only in the phase dimension, the Period-Lag 2D design space supports selection from
more targets. The Bayesian probability of correct selections are calculated based on user tapping behavior models
on such design space, which can be used to design pattern sets with minimized confusion, thus support more
targets. The behavior model based design method also enables the usage of the Bayesian recognizer, which can
reduce selection errors caused by imprecise inputs at the beginning of syncing when users are still ’finding the
rhythm’.

3 DESIGNING TEMPORAL PATTERNS
A core component for temporal synchronous target selection techniques is the design of patterns for each target.
The patterns should be distinguishable from each other and easy for users to follow. To this end, the temporal
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characteristics of the patterns should be carefully designed and optimized. In this section, we first define the
design space of temporal patterns used in this paper, then introduce the optimized pattern sets generation process.

3.1 Design Space of A Single Pattern
Ideally, a temporal pattern with any waveform can be used as a pattern for selection. In practice, however, most
researchers used periodic patterns [6, 34, 50]. Compared with non-periodic patterns, this would allow the users
to remember the pattern and plan their syncing behavior in advance. Rather than following an unpredictable
pattern, learning the pattern can result in better user experience with less fatigue and shorter selection time.
Therefore, in this paper, we focus on designing periodic patterns. Furthermore, we assume that the pattern is
represented with binary data streams, so that it can be displayed on interfaces with different output capabilities.
We describe the periodic pattern used in this paper as “blinking pattern” henceforth.

As a binary sequence, the pattern can be either monotone or coded. One widely known example of coded
pattern is Morse Code. Tap-to-Pair [50] also used coded non-cyclic patterns, which is essentially pulse modulation
with the same frequency but different duty cycles. However, coded pattern sets lack a quantitative optimization
parameter. Also, they require longer observation time, which may lead to longer selection time especially when
the pattern set is large.

Fig. 2. T , τ , and d for the input signal and three patterns are illustrated on the time domain (a) and mapped to the T-τ plane
(b). Three pattern sets are shown in (c), each with two patterns (n = 2).

In this paper, we used monotone blinking patterns with two features: Period (T ) and Lag (τ ). The 2D design
space enables an easier and straightforward modeling of syncing behaviors on each dimension. A design space
with higher dimension could support more targets, but they could also require extensive modeling efforts. For
example, if a code dimension is added, we might need to model syncing behaviors for each code separately, which
could be impractical for a complicated coding scheme. Period is defined as half of the repetition duration, which
quantifies the frequency of the repetition; Lag quantifies the initial time lag after a preset start time. We also
define edge as the state changing moment in a pattern or input signal. Now, the design space of blinking patterns
can be described on a T-τ two dimensional plane, where each pattern can be represented by a dot at coordinate
(T , τ ). Figure 2a shows an example of the processed input signal and three patterns in the time domain. Pattern 1
and 3 have the same period (T1) but different initial lags with respect to the start time (t = 0), while Pattern 2 has
a different period (T2). Their corresponding locations on the T-τ plane is shown in Figure 2b.

We define the asynchrony of the input signal with the closest edge of a pattern [33] as delay (d) (see Figure 2a).
For the kth pattern, din,k = τin − τk . It is obvious that for any period T , d lies within [−0.5T , 0.5T ). Negative d
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indicates that the phase of the input leads ahead of the target pattern, and positive d indicates the phase of the
input lags behind the target pattern.

3.2 Evaluation Metric of a Pattern Set
We define the collection of patterns corresponding to all selective targets as a pattern set. There are many possible
patterns sets within the design spaces. Within each pattern set (patterns visible to the user at the same time),
similar patterns will be difficult for both users and recognizers to differentiate, thus causing confusion (erroneous
selection). For example, there are three pattern sets with two patterns in each set (n = 2) in Figure 2c. Pattern set
1 (Pset1) is likely to have a lower confusion rate than Pset2 since the two patterns in Pset1 are further apart than
those in Pset2 on the period dimension. However, it is not as straightforward to decide whether Pset1 would
have a lower confusion rate than that of Pset3, since the patterns in Pset3 differ in both T and τ dimensions.
So an evaluation metric is necessary for pattern set design and optimization, which can be calculated based on
selection probabilities given an input pattern.
A selection probability confusion matrix can be calculated by making each pattern as input while others as

selection targets. We calculate item (i, j) in the matrix as the probability of predicting target as the ith pattern
given the input signal identical to the jth pattern. Assuming independent distributions of period and delay,
we calculate the probabilities according to the Bayesian theorem. We also use total probability formula in the
calculation for T and τ respectively, assuming users always intend to select a pattern with a certain period or
initial lag.

P(i |input = j) = P(Ti , τi |Tinput , τinput ) (1)
= P(Ti |Tinput ) × P(τi |τinput )

=
P(Tinput |Ti )P(Ti )

P(Tinput )
×
P(τinput |τi )P(τi )

P(τinput )
(2)

=
P(Tinput |Ti )P(Ti )∑nT

k=1 P(Tinput |Tk )P(Tk )
×

P(τinput |τi )P(τi )∑mi
k=1 P(τinput |τk )P(τk )

(3)

whereTinput = Tj and τinput = τj . nT is the number of patterns with unique periods in a set, andmi is the number
of patterns with the same period Ti but different initial lags. In real use, P(Ti ) and P(τi ) is the prior probability of
selecting different targets. In trivial cases, we can assume that users have the same chance to select all patterns,
then P(Ti ) and P(τi ) can be calculated based on the distribution of patterns in the set. P(Tj |Ti ) and P(τj |τi ) can be
modeled using a distribution function, respectively. Both distributions reflect users’ syncing ability with respect
to the target pattern, and can be measured through user studies.
A probability model based metric can then be calculated as the optimization goal. One intuitive metric is the

overall estimation accuracy η̄,

η̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

P(i |input = i) (4)

Intuitively, the optimal pattern set should be the one with the highest η̄ value. The procedure requires enumerating
through all possible pattern sets though, which can be time consuming for pattern sets with large n.

Alternatively, we can maximize the information gain IG(I |J ) for a pattern set given the “perfect” input,

IG(I |J ) = H (I ) − H (I |J ) = −

n∑
i=1

P(i) log2 P(i) +
n∑
i=1

P(i)
n∑
j=1

P(i |j) log2 P(i |j) (5)
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where J is the set of input patterns, I is the set of estimated patterns, i, j is the ith and jth pattern respectively,
P(i) = 1/n (assuming users have the same chance to select each pattern). The more information is gained from
the input (the less uncertainty remained) the better. The submodular property of entropy [29] enables a faster
optimization procedure that can approach the optimal solution within a given error [24].

4 STUDY 1: MODELING SYNCHRONOUS TAPPING BEHAVIOR
In this section, we conduct a user study to gather users’ behavior data when syncing with different blinking
patterns. We are interested in two aspects: 1) the distribution of periods and delays of user input when syncing
with different periods; 2) the effect of the different patterns on users’ behavior.

Although temporal synchronous selection techniques can be applied to a number of scenarios, traversing a
large number of different interfaces is not practical. Therefore, in this study, we chose finger tapping as a typical
means for input. In practical scenarios, finger tapping is convenient and common for users, making it suitable for
selecting targets on a number of devices (e.g., smart watch, smart phone, and smart TV).

4.1 Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 12 right-handed students (9 males) from the local institution. Their ages range from 20 to 26 (Mean =
22.6, SD = 2.11). Each was compensated 10 USD for their time. All participants knew the detailed study procedure
and consented to complete the whole study.
We used a Logitech K360 Bluetooth keyboard to collect finger tap data. The participants were asked to sit

at a desk, and synchronously tap on the SPACE key using their right index finger, which is found to have the
fastest cadence[1]. The blinking pattern was displayed on a 32-Inch monitor that was placed 30cm away from the
participant.

4.2 Experiment Design
We tested nine levels of periods within 300-700ms: 300ms, 350ms, 400ms, 450ms, 500ms, 550ms, 600ms, 650ms, and
700ms. The 300ms period is already close to human finger synchronization limits[32]. And according to our pilot
study, periods longer than 700ms could be too slow and lead to long selection time. Nine circles (3cm diameter on
screen) were arranged in a 3x3 layout on the monitor (see Figure 3a). Note that due to the time-homogeneity of
users’ tapping behavior, τ would not affect users’ tapping behavior in terms of T or d . Therefore, we set τ ≡ 0
during this study. Distribution models for other τ values can be obtained by shifting the model here along the
time axis.

Fig. 3. a) Study 1 experiment setup; b-c) Pattern displays from previous research; d) Selection interface used in this study.
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There are many ways to visualize the blinking patterns. For example, Ghomi et.al. visualize the patterns as
clipped sound waves[20] (Figure 3b), while SEQUENCE uses eight circles around the target[6] (Figure 3c). Users
can see the entire repetition of the pattern, which makes the selection process less mentally demanding. However,
such visualizations occupy large amount of space on the screen and is not suitable for non-screen displays (e.g.
LEDs). Alternatively, we used blinking grey translucent overlays on each circle to display the patterns (Figure 3d)
in this study, which was proposed in [34]. Such pattern display mechanism can be scaled to both large screens
and low-power LEDs, and is intuitive for users to sync with. The display arrangement also allows us to observe
users’ synchronization performance under visual distraction from other blinking targets.

4.3 Procedure
Upon arrival, the participant first completed a demographic questionnaire. We then explained in detail how
to sync with the blinking target: keep pressing the SPACE key when the target circle is in one state (dimmed
or lighted) and release when the state changes. After two minutes of warm up, the participant completed five
sessions of selection tasks. In each session, the participant synced with the nine circles in a sequential order, For
each target, the participant tapped for 20s then rested for 20s. The arrangement order of targets are randomized in
each session, and a two-minute break was enforced between sessions. The participants completed the experiment
within 40 minutes.

4.4 Results
A total of 20 seconds × 9 tarдets × 5 sessions × 12participants = 10, 800s (540 target selection trials) synchronous
finger tapping data was collected. For each edge in the input signal, we calculated the input delay d with all
patterns in the pattern set. T was set to the average of the previous two periods for smoother data.
According to the central-limit theorem, for each of the target periods, both the measured T and d was likely

to follow a univariate Gaussian distribution. For illustration, Figure 4a-c showed the histograms of measured T
and d for 350ms, 500ms and 650ms respectively. Although they did not pass Shapiro-Wilk tests (all p < .003),
the histograms fitted well with the Gaussian distribution curves. Figure 4f showed the mean difference between
measured input and the target pattern. For all the nine T levels, participants tended to yield an input signal
with T and d greater than the target pattern. Generally, the input T is very close to, but slightly greater than
the target T , with a difference between 6.2 and 11.8ms. In comparison, the lag between users’ input and the
target pattern was greater, between 9.7 and 43.7ms. Interestingly, except for 300ms (30.8ms), the difference in d
decreased monotonously with increasing T , suggesting that users tended to yield greater lag for patterns with
shorter period. While for difference between input period and target period, we did not found a consistent trend.
We use Friedman test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test for significance test and Kendall’s W coefficient of

concordance to assess agreements. Friedman test results showed that target period does not have significant
effects on input period error (χ 2(8) = 6.84,p = .55,W = .07), but has significant effects on input delays
(χ 2(8) = 24.6,p < .005,W = .26). Post-hoc pair-wise Wilcoxon signed-rank test results show that out of the 21
tests that has at least one periods < 450ms , 12 are significant; none of the 15 tests with both periods ≥ 450ms are
significant though (see Appendix A). The results show that small periods have a larger impact on syncing input
delays.

As described in previous section, our Bayesian probability calculation assumes measured T and d are indepen-
dent from each other. To verify this, we calculated the linear correlation coefficient (R2) between measured period
and delay for each participant. The mean R2 value was 0.03 with the highest value being 0.17, which indicated
the two parameters are not linearly dependent. The dependency should be small if there is any[33], which we
believe will not significantly affect our results.
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Fig. 4. The histograms of measured distribution and the fitted Gaussian models of periods T and input delay d when the
target blinks at 350ms (a), 500ms (b) and 650ms (c) are shown for illustration. Fitted Gaussian models of the measured tapping
periods (d) and delays (e) for each target period are also shown. Note that the delay for periodT is cut off at [−T /2,T /2]. The
mean difference between measured input and the target pattern is shown in (f), error bar indicate one standard deviation.

4.5 Generating Optimized Pattern Sets
To determine the optimized pattern set with a specified size, ideally, we should exhaustively search from all
possible combinations of patterns in the design space. Considering this impractical, we resorted to discretize the
design space to limit the amount of possible patterns: we only chose patterns with the 9 levels of period as in this
study. For each period, we chose as many patterns as possible, while ensuring that they are at least separated
by 2σ on the τ dimension. σ is the parameter from the fitted d Gaussian distribution (see Figure 4e). The 2σ
threshold is empirically decided through pilot study, so that patterns with different initial lags can be effectively
differentiated by the users. A total of 22 candidate patterns are then chosen to generate pattern sets (Figure 5).

As described in previous sections, among all possible combinations of the patterns, the optimized pattern set is
the one with the largest η̄. Therefore, for each specific pattern set size (n), we calculated η̄ for all Cn

22 possible
pattern sets to find the optimized one. If multiple pattern sets yield the same η̄ value, we chose the one with
shortest averaged periods. This is based on the finding from the interview that when input accuracy is similar,
10/12 participants preferred shorter periods to longer periods to save time and effort.

We then enumerate through all 4,194,281 possible pattern sets with sizes 2 ≤ n ≤ 22, and calculated the
two proposed metrics η̄ and IG for each pattern set. The pattern sets optimized based on each metric are then
generated for comparison. Out of the 21 pairs of optimized pattern sets, 9 pairs are identical. Difference of η̄
averaged across n between the two pattern sets is only 0.003 (SD = 0.004), implying that the expected evaluation
results (e.g, input accuracy) on the two types of pattern sets can be very close. So we use the η̄-optimized pattern
sets to evaluate the performance of our target selection technique in this paper, and leave the implementation of
faster entropy-based optimization algorithm for future work.
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Fig. 5. Candidate patterns on the T − τ plane.

The results are shown in Table 2. In general, the optimized pattern set with size n is the superset of the pattern
set with size n − 1. This facilitates users’ selection behavior transfer for different numbers of targets. By looking
into the composition of the optimized pattern sets, we found that when expanding a pattern set, new patterns
with period different than existing patterns are more likely to be selected. As n further increases (e.g. > 9),
patterns with the same period but different τ are added, starting from longer periods to shorter periods.

5 INPUT RECOGNIZER IMPLEMENTATION
So far, we have optimized the pattern set design process of temporal synchronous selection techniques. In this
section, we describe our implementation of the input recognizer, which is also important for target selection
performance. Specifically, we implemented two kinds of recognizers: correlation-based recognizer and Bayesian
recognizer. Correlation-based recognizer (referred to as Correlation recognizer henceforth) is the most widely-
used recognizer in state-of-the-art research of spatial [38] and temporal [34, 50] synchronous object selection
techniques. It works by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients between the signal induced by user
movement and the displayed blinking pattern within a time window. An object is selected when the coefficient
between the signal and its corresponding blinking pattern is greater than a specific threshold.

However, the performance of correlation recognizer may degrade due to imprecise inputs. This usually happens
for short input sequence, during which users tend to make more input errors while trying to “find the rhythm".
Accordingly, the user behavior model in Study 1 can potentially improve this situation by calculating the Bayesian
probability. Therefore, we also implemented a Bayesian recognizer.

Instead of the Pearson correlation coefficient, the Bayesian recognizer calculates the probability of each blinking
pattern being the target given the input signal within a time window. An object is selected when the probability
of a target is greater than a threshold. Similar to Equation (3), the probability of the ith pattern being the target
can be calculated as:

P(i |input) = P(Ti , τi |Tinput , τinput ) (6)
= P(Ti |Tinput ) × P(τi |τinput )

=
P(Tinput |Ti )P(Ti )

P(Tinput )
×
P(τinput |τi )P(τi )

P(τinput )
(7)

∝ P(Tinput |Ti )P(Ti ) × P(τinput |τi )P(τi ) (8)
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Table 2. Optimized pattern sets with sizes 2 ≤ n ≤ 22 and the corresponding optimized window size and threshold for
Bayesian (winbaye ,THbaye ) and correlation-based recognizers (winR ,THR ).

n Pattern set (T , τ ) winbaye THbaye winR THR

2 (300,0),(550,0) 2s 0.1 2s 0.3
3 (300,0),(450,0),(650,0) 2s 0.6 2s 0.4
4 (300,0),(400,0),(550,0),(700,0) 2s 0.6 2s 0.6
5 (300,0),(400,0),(500,0),(600,0),(700,0) 3s 0.3 2s 0.7
6 Pset5,(350,0) 2s 0.7 5s 0.2
7 Pset6,(450,0) 4s 0.4 5s 0.2
8 Pset7,(550,0) 4s 0.5 5s 0.2
9 Pset8,(650,0) 5s 0.4 5s 0.2
10 Pset9,(700,467) 5s 0.4 5s 0.3
11 Pset10,(650,433) 5s 0.4 6s 0.2
12 Pset11,(600,400) 6s 0.3 6s 0.3
13 Pset12,(700,233) 6s 0.3 6s 0.3
14 Pset13,(550,367) 7s 0.1 7s 0.2
15 Pset14,(650,216) 6s 0.3 7s 0.2
16 Pset14,(450,225),(500,333) 7s 0.1 7s 0.3
17 Pset15,(500,333),(600,200) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3
18 Pset17,(450,225) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3
19 Pset18,(550,183) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3
20 Pset19,(400,200) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3
21 Pset20,(500,167) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3
22 Pset21,(350,175) 7s 0.2 7s 0.3

where Tinput and τinput can be measured from the input signal, P(Tinput |Ti ) and P(τinput |τi ) can be calculated
using the Gaussian model from Study 1 (see Figure 4).
Now, we can see that to fully implement the recognition algorithms, the value of window size and threshold

should be carefully determined. Moreover, the optimized value of these parameters should be dependent of n.
Therefore, we will conduct an optimization process to determine the values of these parameters.

With the increasing popularity of machine learning algorithms, it is also attractive to train such a recognizer
with collected input data. In practice, however, machine learning approaches (e.g., LSTM and SVM) would require
extensive training for a great number of parameters to achieve optimal performances. Moreover, unlike the
two models above whose parameters have been determined, the parameters of the machine learning model and
window size, threshold is coupled, and can only be trained at the same time. This demands a huge amount of
training data, and requires considerable computation resources. Therefore, we defer this to future work.

5.1 Recognizer Parameter Optimization
As described above, the values of window size (win) and threshold (TH ) need to be optimized so that the recognizer
can achieve high accuracy and low selection time. A small win or a low TH would cause the recognizer to be too
sensitive, while a big win or a high TH will lead to longer selection time. To determine the optimal value of win
and TH, for each n, we ran simulations for both recognizers using all the data collected in Study 1. We tested
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sliding windows with 6 levels of length (2s to 7s) and 8 levels of threshold (0.1 to 0.8). For each n, the optimization
process is:
(1) Calculate the mean accuracy and selection time for all taping data for 48 different recognizers, corresponding

to 48 combinations ofwin and TH .
(2) Discard recognizers whose accuracy was too low (< 88% according to pilot study). For all the remaining

recognizers, sort them in ascending order by accuracy. Designers can set different accuracy thresholds for
a speed-accuracy tradeoff.

(3) Assigning the recognizer with the lowest accuracy (thus shortest selection time) as the optimal recognizer.
If there exists another recognizer, whose selection time is slightly longer, but accuracy was far higher,
then replace the optimal recognizer to the new one. Loop until the result do not change. The threshold
ratio ∆acc/∆t ime was empirically set to 0.15. Designers can adjust the threshold ratio for finer tradeoff of
selection speed and accuracy.

Table 2 showed the results of the optimized recognizer parameters for each n. As expected, the optimizedwin
value both increased with n for correlation recognizer and Bayesian recognizer. On the other hand, optimized
TH value did not yield a consistent trend with n for either recognizer.

Figure 6 showed the simulated accuracy and selection time with optimizedwin and TH for each n. Generally,
Bayesian Recognizer showed advantage over Correlation recognizer in terms of both accuracy and selection time
for small number of targets (n ≤ 5). The performance of both recognizers became similar when n increased. Note
that optimizedwin value for small n is very small (see Table 2), this complies with our assumption that Bayesian
recognizer is more robust to scenarios with more imprecise inputs (e.g., data sequence is short).

Fig. 6. The simulated accuracy (a) and selection time (b) with optimizedwin andTH for each n using data collected in Study
1.

5.2 Accuracy Upper Bound
To look deeper into the characteristics of correlation recognizer and Bayesian recognizer, we compared the upper
bound of the accuracy of both recognizers for different level of n. The upper bound accuracy was calculated by
fixingwin, then chose the highest accuracy yielded by allTH values. Figure 7 showed the result for n = 3, 5, 9, 12,
with the corresponding mean selection time. Similar with previous results (see Figure 6), for n = 3, the Bayesian
recognizer achieves higher accuracy than the correlation recognizer, while keeping competitive selection time.
For n ≥ 9, the Bayesian recognizer still seems to yield higher accuracy than the correlation recognizer, especially
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Fig. 7. Calculated upper bound of accuracy (a-d) and the corresponding selection time (e-h) of different window lengths for
n = 3, 9, 15, 21 by running Correlation (blue) and Bayesian (orange) recognizers on the optimized pattern sets.

whenwin was small (i.e., data sequence is short). However, the selection time of Bayesian recognizer was also
longer than the correlation recognizer, suggesting a speed-accuracy tradeoff. The performance of Correlation
recognizer improves as the input sequence gets longer and the inputs become more precise.

6 STUDY2: EVALUATING OPTIMIZED PATTERN SETS AND RECOGNIZERS
So far, we have proposed methods to improve two key components of temporal synchronous selection technique:
pattern set design and recognizer. In this section, we conducted another user study to evaluate the performances
of the optimized pattern sets and Bayesian recognizer. Specifically, we want to answer three questions: 1) Can
the behavior models be generalized among different users? 2) How much does the optimized pattern improve
the selection performance? 3) How the performances of the Bayesian and the Correlation recognizers differ
when selecting from different numbers of targets? To answer the above questions, we designed the tasks to
mimic a realistic smart TV scenario, where participants were asked to tap a single key to select from a list
of displayed movie posters. We tested two recognizers (Bayesian and Correlation), two types of pattern sets
(optimized, period-increasing), and four sizes of pattern sets (3, 9, 15, 21).

6.1 Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 14 right-handed participants (9 males) from the local institution that did not take part in the previous
study. Their ages range from 19 to 30 (Mean = 22.9, SD = 2.95). Each participant was compensated 15 USD. All
participants knew the detailed study procedure and consented to complete the whole study. We used the same
32-inch monitor as in Study 1 to display the experiment interface. A Microsoft Designer Bluetooth Keyboard was
used to detect tapping input. The selection interface was implemented using Python Tkinter.

6.2 Experiment Design and Procedure
The experiment interfaces showed different numbers of movie posters (n = 3, 9, 15, and 21). For each poster,
a 7.5mm × 7.5mm blinking red square on its upper-right corner displayed the blinking pattern (Figure 8). The
participants were asked to select a specific target from all the candidates by syncing to the corresponding pattern.
To reduce the visual search time, we always chose the only poster with white background as the target for all
tasks. The position and blinking pattern of the target poster was randomized for each task. We evaluated two
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types of pattern sets for each n: 1) Optimized pattern set as shown in Table 2; 2) Pattern set generated by starting
from small periods to larger periods (period-increasing), which is expected to yield high confusion. For example,
the pattern set for n = 3 of period-increasing pattern set is {(300, 0), (350, 0), (350, 175)}. During the study, we
used two kinds of recognizer (Bayesian and Correlation) with optimized parameters (see Figure 4 and Table 2) to
predict users’ input.

Fig. 8. Selection interface for n = 15. The target poster is the first poster in the first row.

Upon arrival, the participant first completed a demographic questionnaire. We then explained the task and
asked the participant to warm up for two minutes. The participant then sat 1.5m away from the monitor, and
completed 8 sessions of target selection tasks. In each session, they complete 16 blocks of tasks, each corresponds
to a {pattern set, recoдnizer ,n} combination. The order of the combinations were randomized. In each block, the
participant were asked to select the target poster by pressing the SPACE key on the keyboard in sync with the
corresponding blinking square. Each block is finished after 15 seconds or when a poster (whether correct or not)
is selected. The participant then pressed ENTER to enter the next block. A 30-second and 1-minute break was
enforced in the middle of a session and between sessions, respectively. At the end of the study, we conducted
an interview to collect subjective ratings using a 7-point Likert scale. The experiment took around one hour to
complete.

6.3 Results and Discussion
A total of 4n×2 recoдnizers ×2pattern sets ×8 sessions ×14participants = 1, 792 selection tasks were conducted.
We report Greenhous-Geisser corrected degree of freedom and p-value if the Mauchly test shows violation of
sphericity assumption for parametric tests (0.05 significance level).

To compare the performance of different pattern sets, we merged different n, and calculated the mean accuracy
of different recognizers (see Figure 9a). As expected, for both recognizers, the selection accuracy on optimized
pattern sets are significantly higher than that on period-increasing patterns (Paired t-test (t(13) = 3.38,p <
.005,Cohen′s d = 1.11) for Bayesian recognizer, (t(13) = 6.45,p < .001,Cohen′s d = 1.70) for Correlation
recognizer). The Bayesian recognizer yield similar performance as the correlation recognizer on the optimized
pattern sets (93.8% vs. 93.3%). However, on non-optimized pattern sets, Bayesian recognizer achieved higher
accuracy than the correlation recognizer (85.9% vs. 77.2%). Note that on non-optimized pattern sets, input signal
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for different targets are more alike. Therefore, this again confirmed the advantage of Bayesian recognizer for
predicting imprecise input.

Fig. 9. (a) Accuracy of different recognizers on different pattern sets, merged different n; (b) accuracy of different recognizers
on different n and optimized pattern set; (c) selection time of different recognizers on different n and optimized pattern set.
Error bar indicate one standard deviation.

We then analyzed the selection time and accuracy of different recognizers with respect to n on the optimized
pattern set. No significant effect of n (F2.34,30.5 = 0.77,p = .49,η2

p = .06) or recognizer (F1,13 = 0.04,p = .84,η2
p =

.003) was found on selection accuracy. When n = 3, the Bayesian recognizer showed higher accuracy than
the correlation recognizer. However, for greater n, it showed a trend to fall below the latter. Again, the results
imply that Bayesian recognizer can better deal with imprecise inputs in short input sequence (only a few taps),
while Correlation recognizer is more vulnerable to imprecise inputs. We average selection time across n and
no significant effect of recognizer (t(13) = −0.62,p = .54,Cohen′s d = .10) was found on the optimized pattern
set(see Figure 9c).

Generally, the selection performance in this study was quite similar with the simulation results (see Figure 6),
but with a slightly higher accuracy and a slightly longer selecting time. We speculate this was due to the change
of users’ speed-accuracy tradeoff in a realistic setting with selection feedback, compared with in the Wizard-of-Oz
setting in Study 1.

The goal of the interview is to gather participants’ feedback towards temporal synchronous selection techniques
based on their experience in this user study. In Figure10, the overall ratings showed that all participants were
positive that such technique is suitable as a multi-modal association-free selection technique. Most of them felt
the selection technique was accurate (10/14 ratings > 4) and fast (11/14 ratings > 4) with low mentally (8/14
ratings < 4) and physically (9/14 ratings < 4) demands. Only four participants experienced different levels of eye
fatigue, which was acceptable since the experiment lasted around one hour. Surprisingly, 9/14 participants felt
the blinking patterns only introduced low distractions during selection. This may due to the carefully designing
of the small blinking square, which also mimics their experience in daily life (e.g. video recording indicator).

7 EXPLORING MORE MODALITIES AND SENSING TECHNIQUES
We conducted pilot studies to help understand our technique’s generalizability across modalities and sensing
techniques: 1) The optimized patterns are generated using the finger tap synchronous model, which might
cause suboptimal performance for other modalities. We first built the syncing behavior models for three more
modalities-Thumb Tap, Foot Tap, and Teeth Clench with pressure sensors. The modalities cover use cases when
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Fig. 10. Subjective ratings of the selection technique.

one hand or both hands are busy, and provide low-effort, subtle, and accessible target selection experience. Then
we compare the Bayesian recognizer’s performance on optimal pattern sets using the modality-specific model
with that of using the index finger tapping model built in Study 1; 2) The keyboard inputs used in the studies
have very low signal noises. To understand our technique’s performance with different signal noise levels, we
implemented two sensing techniques-capacitive sensing (medium signal noise) and RFID RSSI based sensing
(large signal noise) for the thumb and the foot tap input interfaces separately. Their performance is tested using a
Correlation recognizer to avoid impacts caused by different behavior models. All participants knew the study
procedure and consented to complete the whole study.

7.1 Modality Generalization Pilot Study
We collected syncing data under different modalities from four participants (2 males) with ages ranging from 20
to 29. We used FSR402 pressure sensor1 to detect syncing behaviors in all modalities. For thumb tapping modality,
the sensor is placed on a ring worn on the index finger; for the foot tapping modality, the sensor is placed on the
floor; for the teeth clench modality, the sensor is wrapped with food grade silicone sheets and placed between
the upper and lower front teeth [45]. Similar to Study 1, we asked each participant to sync with nine patterns
blinking at periods from 300ms to 700ms with a 50ms interval. For each modality, a total of five sessions were
conducted. Within each session, the participant synced for 10 seconds with each blinking pattern. We then built
syncing behavior models for each modality with the same method used in Study 1.

We then tested the Bayesian recognizer in a second pilot study with four participants (2 males, 1 participated
the previous study) with ages ranging from 21 to 30. For each modality, a total of six sessions were conducted
with two blocks in each session. Within each session, the participant tried to select the target movie poster four
times from n = 3 and n = 15 posters (two times for each n) using the same index finger tapping model in one
block, then repeat the procedure using the modality-specific model for the other block (order balanced).

Using the same index finger tapping model, the selection accuracy averaged across all modalities is 0.92 (SD =
0.08) when n = 3 and 0.89 (SD = 0.06) when n = 15. As expected, in general the measured selection accuracies are
higher when using modality-specific models (Table 3). It is especially true for shorter input sequences (small n).
When using non-modality-specific models, the overall selection accuracy drops from 0.98 to 0.92 when n = 3,

1http://www.trossenrobotics.com/productdocs/2010-10-26-DataSheet-FSR402-Layout2.pdf
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while the performance is similar when n = 15 (0.88 vs 0.89). This aligns with our previous observation that the
behavior model has more impact on selection accuracies when the input sequence is short.

Table 3. Selection accuracy averaged across n (SD in parenthesis)

Model Thumb Foot Teeth

Index Finger Tapping 0.91 (0.08) 0.91 (0.04) 0.91 (0.06)
Modality-specific 0.97 (0.04) 0.93 (0.07) 0.88 (0.10)

Fig. 11. The participant can tap the thumb on a ring (a) or tap a foot on a UHF RFID tag (b) to select on-screen objects. The
selection accuracy for different modalities with respect to target pattern period using Correlation recognizer is also shown
(c). We added the index data from Study 2 for comparison

7.2 Sensing techniques Generalization Pilot Study
To explore the selection technique’s performance using different sensing techniques, we conducted another
pilot study that uses capacitive sensing for thumb tapping and RFID RSSI based sensing for foot tapping. We
recruited three male participants with ages 23, 23, and 24 respectively from the local institution. They all have
participated in Study 2. Each participant was compensated 10 USD. We used the same display monitor and
experiment interface as in Study 2. The only difference is the sensing technique:

Thumb Tap We built a capacitive sensing ring by placing an off-the-shelf capacitive sensing module into a
3D printed case. The module outputs high voltage only when being touched. The analog output signal was
monitored by an Arduino UNO and reported to a PC via a serial port. Users can then tap their thumbs on
the ring to select objects. The signal noise is medium due to the capacitive sensing nature and the sensor
location.

Foot Tap We placed an Alien AZ-9654 Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID tag on the floor carpet, and
monitored its Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) using an Impinj R420 reader. The reader then
reported the RSSI of the tag to PC via TCP connection. Rhythmic foot taps can introduce periodic RSSI
changes due to the signal blockages and antenna mismatch [50], which can then be used for temporal
synchronization based target selection. RFID RSSI is a noisy signal that have large fluctuation even in a
static environment [41].

We used the optimized pattern set with n = 3, 5, 9, 21 to better compare the results with those from Study 2.
For each modality, the participants were asked to complete 5 sessions of selection task (order balanced by Latin
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Square), with 12 selection tasks in each session, three for each n. The participants shared their experience of using
different modalities after the experiment. The experiment took about 30 minutes to complete for each participant.
The overall accuracy across different T was 91% for thumb tap and 81% for foot tap. Compared with results

in Study 2 (see Figure 9b), the index finger and thumb finger tapping yield similar selection accuracies, both
higher than foot tapping. The selection error in foot tap mainly happened on patterns with small periods (i.e. fast
blinks) (Figure 11c), which could be too fast for foot to sync with. All three participants mentioned that the fast
patterns are too fast to follow by tapping foot in the interview, which supported our speculation. When the target
blinking period is large (e.g. >600m), foot tapping (RSSI based sensing) achieved a selection accuracy higher than
90%, which is comparable to index finger (keyboard based sensing) and thumb tapping (capacitive sensing). The
results imply that the our technique can perform well at different signal noise levels. One possible reason is that
the optimized pattern sets enable separation between patterns even with large noises.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1 Correlation Recognizer vs Bayesian Recognizer
Aside from the performance difference observed in Study 2, the Correlation and Bayesian recognizer are different
in many other aspects.

Signal Type Correlation recognizer requires signals similar to Unipolar Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) code 2,
which maps to current sensing status. For example, the RFID RSSI and capacitive sensing signal are both
NRZ signals. Bayesian recognizer, however, requires signals similar to Unipolar Return-to-Zero (RZ) code 3,
which maps to sensing status changes. One example is the audio signal pulses generated by clapping hands
periodically. The two types of signals can be converted to each other during preprocessing. Edge or peak
detection is usually used to covert NRZ signals to RZ signals, while the RZ signals can be easily converted
to NRZ signals by switching state at each pulse.

Data Requirements Bayesian recognizer can only be used with behavior models, while it is not necessary
to collect any data in advance when using Correlation recognizer.

Resource Requirements The Bayesian recognizer demands higher computational power and more storage
capacity for the behavior models. The computation and storage resources demands for Correlation recog-
nizer is lower, which makes it especially suitable for embedded real-time system with limited resources [50].

Robustness to Imprecise Inputs Bayesian recognizer is more robust to imprecise inputs, especially when
the input sequence is short. Correlation recognizer is vulnerable to imprecise inputs with short input
sequence. The two recognizers have similar performances for longer input sequences (larger window sizes)
since the inputs become more precise after the users “find the rhythm".

In general, Bayesian recognizer performs better for single modality selection tasks with few targets (e.g. n < 5),
while Correlation recognizer is better suited for multi-modality selection tasks with more selective targets.

8.2 Supporting More Targets
The proposed 2D design space supports 22 unique patterns, which could be enough for many applications since
the number of displays is usually limited within a user’s line of sights. A hierarchical blinking strategy can be
employed to support more target devices. For example, one third of devices can blink with the same pattern first.
The selected devices can then blink with unique patterns, which supports selection of 66 targets. The Bayesian
recognizer will perform better with such strategy since there will be multiple short input sequences.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-return-to-zero
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Return-to-zero
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8.3 Sensor Fusion
A sensor hub can be used to process signals collected by different types of sensors (e.g., video, audio, touch)
concurrently so that users can choose the modality that provides the most confident and comfortable selection
experience, which could lead to more accurate syncing behaviors. For example, one participant in pilot studies
stating that he felt “more certain” when using foot tapping for slow blink patterns and finger tapping for fast
blink patterns. Signals from different sensors can also be cross-checked to improve recognition performance[42].
For example, knocking on a table can generate periodic sounds and vibrations at the same time, which can both
be sensed by a smart phone placed on the table. The audio and IMU data can then be analyzed together to improve
the recognition accuracy.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In Section 7, we validated the potential of applying our algorithm to different modalities and sensing techniques
using a pilot study. However, the relatively small sample size may limit the external validity of our results (e.g.,
users with different ages may yield different syncing ability). As the Bayesian decoder is a statistic model that
models the intrinsic pattern in users’ syncing behavior, we expect it to be generalizable to different groups of
users by re-measuring the model parameters. We plan to further validate the performance of our algorithm with
larger amount of users with more variations in demographics in future work.
Study 2 show that the models can be generalized between users roughly within the same age group. People

at different age groups may require different syncing behavior models. For example, senior users may perform
better when syncing with patterns with small periods. One potential solution is to extrapolate models of one age
group to estimate behaviors of other age groups, which we leave for future work.

To maximize the internal validity of our results, the user studies in this paper were carried out in a controlled
lab environment. In realistic settings, there would be more noise sources (e.g., electromagnetic interferences, user
mobility and concurrent syncing interference), which may affect the selection performance of our technique.
However, as we have demonstrated in Section 7, our proposed algorithm can potentially be applied to different
modalities by re-measuring themodel parameters. Another way to further improve the robustness of our algorithm
is to add signal preprocessing components (e.g., band-pass filter). Finally, users could choose different interaction
modalities in different scenarios to achieve optimal performance (e.g. tap fingers instead of clap hands when
there is loud background music). We consider it worthwhile to further improve our algorithm, and validate its
performance in a field study in the future.

Some participants in Study 2 mentioned that they might perform better with some feedback after each periodic
movement. Visual feedback can be provided for screen displayed patterns. For example, the size or color[44] of
the items can change according to the correlation value. A progress bar can also show the selection probability
for each on-screen object. The visual feedback will also introduce extra visual distractions though, thus requiring
careful design. We leave the feedback design for future research.
Selection time can impacts the user experience. Due to the low sensing resource requirements of detecting

temporal synchronization, the selection time is generally longer than that of other techniques (e.g. pointing,
spatial motion matching [18]). We believe the selection time can be reduced with more practices and personalized
models.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an approach to design patterns for temporal synchronous target selection techniques.
We defined the design space on a Period-Lag 2D plane, and conducted a study to model synchronous finger
tapping behaviors. With the model, we used Bayesian algorithm to generate pattern sets that minimize the
selection confusion.We ran simulations and found that Bayesian recognizer out-performed the classical correlation
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Fig. 12. Post-hoc test results. 12 tests are significant (red) and 24 tests are insignificant (green).

recognizer for small size pattern sets. The evaluation results showed that the selection accuracy with the optimized
pattern sets are higher than the period-increasing pattern sets by 16% using Correlation recognizer and 8% using
Bayesian recognizer. The results of the informal evaluations across more modalities and sensing techniques
implied that users can effectively transfer their selection experience across different interfaces. We believe user
modeling can facilitate the application of temporal synchronous target selection techniques on more interfaces
as an association-free multi-modal object selection technique.

A POST-HOC RESULTS FOR TARGET PERIOD-INPUT DELAY TEST IN STUDY 1
We show the complete post-hoc paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test results in Figure 12.
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